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shall be narrower as it reaches downwards. The knee-joint
shall be eight fingers in breadth, and shall measure thrice
as much in girth (38)* The middle of the fence-joint shall
be seven fingers in breadth, and its grrth will be three times
its breadth. The front or Tower part of the knee joint shall
measure five fingers, with a girth of thrice the measure of
its width. The feet shall be of a tat measure, and shall
be raised by four fingers (39—40). The parts in front of the
calves shall be made four fingers. The legs, when extended,
shall measure three padas and the female organ of genera-
tiu shall be three fingers in length with a girth of five
fingsrs. The fore-finger of the feet shall also measure five
fingers in length, and the rest of the fingers shall proportion-
ately go on decreasing in size, each next being less than the
preceding one, by the one sixteenth part of the former
(41—42), The height of the toe will be a pada an-d a finger
and its nail shall measure a little less than a jaba, and the
remaining fingers shall be less than one other by the
breadth of half a finger. The scrotum shall the three fingers,
in length, and the male organ of generation shall be four
fingers long (44). The girth about the upper part of the
scrotal sac shall measure five fingers, while that about its end
or lower part shall be six fingers (45),< The image shall be
decked with a large number of ornaments, and the emblems
shall be placed In its hands in the follow? ig order, in which
they are usually met with (46). The , ;pon «* Chakra" is
to be placed io the upper right hand, the Jotus in the one
below that on the right, the Sankhya (conch) in the upper
left band; and the cudgel in the one below tbat on the left,
as one usually comes across in an image of the Vasudeva
(47). The images of Sri and Pusti, one carrying a lotus
and the other a barp are to be made, these images reaching
«p to the thighs of that of Vasudeva. The images of
two Vidyadhars, holding celestial garlands in their faand$,
axe to be earved into the space occupied by the Halo of tbe

